Kudos AD Guidance for tutors 20-21
There are a few things happening that suggests Tutors are not fully aware of the KUDOS set up and
how it works for their learners. Although I appreciate how busy you are, sometimes the best way is
to look at the service yourself to see how it works – I can set up a licence for you on request to try. If
not, here are some bullet points that can help, and I am always happy to support.
On the SAL Web page – on the ‘Your Learning’ tab is a section called ‘Other Learning opportunities’.
This contains details of KUDOS AD and a Video which should be helpful to show learners. Learners
can log in here.

Here are some guidance bullet points for tutors which I should be
pleased if you would share.
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ONE Licence – One learner
ALL licence requests come through to me. Cheryl.brown@surreycc.gov.uk
If you have more than a couple of requests, please use the spreadsheet format attached and
send to me so I can upload and request the licences.
As soon as I request the licence, the learner will receive an activation email.
Sometimes activation emails go into junk, so the learner should be made aware of that.
Once logged in and activated the licence, the learner will be asked to change their password
if they would like.
Learners should login to KUDOS AD each time through their browser OR login through the
Your Learning/ Other learning ops and a link to Kudos AD provided.
There are other links to Manager/ Cascaid but we are registered with KUDOS AD, the others
won’t work. Ignore any request for a licence no or to ‘sign up’
Passwords are case sensitive.
If a learner forgets their password, they can reset it themselves by pressing the ‘reset
button’.
Learners should be encouraged to use the service if they have asked for it (many do not
login).
There is a cost to the licences which SAL pays for. We pay for 100 a year. If they don’t log in
and activate it within two months, I will delete the licence and reclaim it.
Once a learner has a licence, they can use the service year in and out whilst SAL continues to
subscribe. This continues after the course has ended.
If you would like me to set up a licence for you as a tutor, so you can see how it works, then I
will be happy to do so.
Unless you need the service, I will delete any Tutor licence after you have logged in and had
a look.

If anyone has any questions, or requires further clarification, then I am happy to help.
Cheryl.brown@surreycc.gov.uk
07968 833984

